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On the Behaviour of Analytic Functions on Abstract
Riemann Surfaces

By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI

In this article we shall study mainly the structure of the covering
surface, over the w -plane, of a function which is meromorphic on an
abstract Riemann surface F. As a theorem of representation, we shall
prove

Theorem 1. Let F' be the remaining surface complementary to a

compact subset F0 of F. Then, if F <£ 0G

Ό and e OHB (OHD = OHBD), we

have F'eOAB(0AD).
Proof of the former part. Since F£OGy there exists a positive

bounded harmonic function ω(p) on F' such that ω(p) = 0 on dF0

2\
Let F'00 be the universal covering surface of F'. We map F'00 conform-
ally onto |2|<]1 by z — φ(p). Assume Fr^OAB, then there exists a
bounded analytic function A(p) on Ff. Consider ω(z) = ω(φ~l(z)) on
z\<^l. Then there exists a set E of positive linear measure on z\ = 1

such that ω(z) has angular limits larger than δ(δ^>0) on E. Let {@M}
be a sequence of triangulation of the w-plane such that @M+1 is a
subdivision of @M and becomes as fine as we please when n-^oo.
Denote by {Δ*}3) (/ == 1, 2, •••) the triangles of @w. On account of
Fatou's theorem Λ(p(z)) has angular limits almost everywhere on E.
The subset of E, where A(z) has angular limits contained in Δ£ will
be denoted by E*n. Then every El

n is linearly measurable. There exists
at least two El

ny E*n', such that E^E^^O and both mes El

n and mes
El

n', are positive. On the contrary, suppose for every n there exists
i(n) such that mes El

n — mes E. A(z) must be a constant contained in
00

f\ Δi°. Let U(z) be a harmonic function in |*K1 such that U(z) — 1

1) OG, OHP, OHB, OHD, OAB and OAD are the classes of Riemann surfaces on which the
Green's function, non-constant positive, bounded, Dirichlet-bounded, bounded analytic and
Dirichlet-bounded analytic function does not exist respectively.

2) We denote by 3S the relative boundary of S with respecto to F.

3) Δl

n are made half open so that they are mutually disjoint for fixed n.

4) M. Tsuji: Theory of meromorphic function in the neighbourhood of a closed set of
capacity zero. Jap. Journ, 1944.
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on Eϊ, U(z) = 0 on the image of 3F0 on \z\ = 1 and U(z) =-l on E%.
U(z) can be considered on F', since it is automorphic. Let {Fn}

5) be an

exhaustion of F and put F+ = β ί p : U(p) :> A-J , F~ = 8 ip\ U(p) <~\\ -

Then neither 3F+ nor 3F' intersects 3F0. Let {Vn(p)} be a sequence
of harmonic functions in Fn such that Vn(p) = 1 on dFnf\F+ and
Fn(^)=-l on dFn-(3Fnf\F+). Then we can6) easily define a non-
constant bounded harmonic function V(p) from a sebsequence {FM/(^(}
which converges uniformly in F. Hence F£OHB.

Proof of the latter part. Assume, there exists a Dirichlet-bounded
analytic function A(p) on F'.

Case 1. The domain which is covered by w = A(p) is dense in the
a'-plane. Since 3F0 is compact, w = A(p) ( p £ d F 0 ) is bounded. Let M
and N be the maximum and minimum of Re A(p) (p£dFQ). Then
there exist at least two components of F/ on which Re A(p) ;> M' and
Re A(p) <: N' respectively, where ΛP>M, N^N. We denote them by
F+ and F~. Then neither dF+ nor 3F" intersects 3F0. Consider Re
A(p)-M' and Re A(p).—N' on F+ and F". Then ReΛ(^)-M/ = 0 on
aF+, ReA(p)-N' = 0 on 3F~ and DF+(Re A(p))<°o9 DF-(Re A(p))<°o.
Let {Fn} be an exhaustion of F and {FM(^)} be a sequence of harmonic
function in Fn such that Vn(p) = Re A(p)-M on 3FW /°\ F+ and = 0 on
3Fn—(dFn f\ F+). Then we can define75 a non-constant Dirichlet-bounded
function on F from uniformly convergent subsequence {Vnr(p)}.

Case 2. If A(p) does not cover a domain, take a point wϋ in it.

Then we see easily DF(A(P]_W^<™ and χ^yz^ O We can

suppose without loss of generality that DFf(A(p))<^Ml<^+^ and \A(p)\
<^ M2 <^ -f co. We map the universal covering surface F'°° of Fr con-
formally onto |2|<[1 by z = φ(p). Denote by E0 the image of 3jP0 on
1*1 = 1 and by Ef the complementary set of E0 on \z = 1. Since
F£OG, there exists a bounded harmonic function ω(/>) on Fx such that

ω(^) ̂ : 0 on 3F0 and ω(φ~1(z)) = l almost everywhere on Ef. In the
same manner as above, we can find triangles Δf. and two subset E{

(i — 1, 2) of positive measure of Er such that A(p) = A(p(z)) has angular
limits, on Ei9 contained in Δ . By a suitable choice of the coordinate
axes we can suppose without loss of generality that ^ <1 Re(^) ̂  δ2

5) In this article we assume {Fn} has a compact relative boundary {dFn}.
6) A. Mori: On the existance of harmonic functions on a Riemann surfaces, Journal of

the Fac. Univ. Tokyo, 1951, 247-257.
M. Parrean: Sur les moyennes des fonctions harmoniques et analytiques et la classi-

fication des surfaces de Riemann, Annales de Fourier. 1952, 1-95,
7) See 6)
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(S2<S3) and mes ̂ >0, mes £2>0.
Let U^p) be a harmonic function on Ff such that U^p) = Re ^4(^) on
dFQ and U^φ'^p)) = N, on £7, where Λ^ < N < Re A(/>) ̂  M2 . Then
DF,(Uλ(p)) < M3< oo. Put E72(/>) = Re A(/>)- U^p) (φ constant) and

Then

dF+ does not intersect 3F0 and DF+(U2(p))<^M4<^oo. Denote by Cp the
ring: p<^\z\<^l (p<^l). Since U2(p) has angular limits between S3—N1

and S4— NΊ almost everywhere on J?2, we can construct an angular
domain D which contains an end part of every A(θ) : \ arg(l — e~iθz)\<^

~ (eiθeE2'(^E2, mes ̂ ^O) and find p such that S3-J/V1-f<?:> U2(z) ̂

where £ < δ 2 . Now Z > A C consists of a finite

number of domains, then there exists a domain D'y such that D7 has a
subset i?2" C^ E2 of linear measure positive on its boundary and that
the boundary of D' is rectifiable. Hence there exists a non-constant
bounded harmonic function ω'(z) in D' such that ω'(2) = 0 on the bound-
ary of Df except E2" and 0 <l ω'(z) <Ll. Let {Fn} be an exhaustion of
F and ωn(p) be a sequence of harmonic function in Fnf~\(F'—F+) such
that ωn(p) = 0 on 3F0 + (dF+ f\F) and = 1 on dFn f\(F'-F+). Then
for sufficiently large w the image of 3FM is contained in Cp and the
image of dF0 + (dF+ f\F) does not fall in Dr(C Cp). Consider ωn(£) in
D7. Then we see ωn(p) :> ω'(z), whence ω(p) = lim ωn(p)φO. Let

w
{ί/«(/>)} be a sequence of harmonic functions such that Vn(p) is harmonic

in Fn, VH(P)=U2(P) on 3FMA^+ and VΛ(P)=^^-N1 on dFn-(dFn

f\F+). Then we can define a non-constant Dirichlet- bounded harmonic
function*0 as above. Hence

IVERSEN'S PROPERTY. Let F be an abstract Riemann surface, {Fn}
be its exhaustion and ωn(p) be the harmonic measure of dFn with respect
to Fn-F,y i. e., ωn(p) = 0 on dF0 and ωn(/>) = l on dFn. Denote by PCW

the niveau curve of ωn(p) with height p. pCn consists of a finite number

of analytic curves p/i, p/2, - , p/ί». Put PLS=( $£*ds and Λ»^
JP/7l dΛ

Theorem 2. //

lim \ e
n = oo Jo

8) A. Mori: A remark on the class of OHD of Riemann surfaces, Kodai Math. Semi,
Report, No. 2 June 1952, 57-58.
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then every connected piece of F over \w—wG\<^S covers every point except
possibly a null set of EAB^.

We can prove the theorem similarly as in the previous10).

fιREMARK. Pfluger10 proved, if lim\ e>° A Mdpn=ooy FeOAB.
n=oo Jo

Let F be a Riemann surface of finite genus. Then F can be mapped
conformally onto a subsurface F of another closed Riemann surface F*
of the same genus. Suppose F e OAB is represented as a covering sur-
face Fw over the w -plane by a mapping function w=f(p).

Let Vp(w0) be a connected piece of Fw over the circle w — w0\<^p.
Then Vp(w) has a finite or enumerably infinite number of analytic curves
oίn lying on w—wQ\ = p as its relative boundary. Let f~l(<xn} be the
image of an on F*. Then Σf'H^J and a subset of (F* — F) will be a
finite or infinite number of continua which are denoted by b{(i^=\, 2, •••)•
b{ and their limit points enclose a domain V such that

Theorem 3. Let F be a Riemann surface of finite genus and F*—F
(F^OAB) be a set of linear measure zero. If the number of continuum

boundary components of V is finite, the connected piece Vp(w0) covers

\w—w0 <^p except possibly a null set of EAB.

Proof. We see that every bf consists of finite or an enumerably

infinite number of f~l(an) and a subset of F* — F. Let β be a subarc
of bi and let us draw a rectifiable curve 7 connecting two endpoints of

β such that β and 7 encloses a simply connected subdomain N of V.
Let G be a simply connected domain such that G^N and the distance

between dN and 3G is positive. We map conformally G onto |2|<^1,

and N onto |£|<[1 by z = φ(p) and ξ = ψ(p) respectively. Since the
composed function z = φ(ψ~1(p))=z(ξ) is bounded in |£|<^1, z(ξ) has

angular limits and angular derivatives (containing) infinity. Denote by

E the set on I f =1, where — ̂  — oo and the angular domain: |arg

- at eiθ by A(e). If E is a set of positive linear measure,

we can find a closed subset E'(ζ^E) of positive measure such that

tends to the angular limit oo uniformly as ξ^eiQ^Er from the

9) EAB is the boundary of a domain € OAB on the w-plane.
10) Z. Kuramochi: On covering property of abstract Riemann surfaces, Osaka Math.

Journ., 6 (1954).
11) A. Pfluger: Uber das Anwachsen eindeutiger analytischen Funktionen auf offene

Riemannschen Flachen, Annales Acad, Fenn., 1948,
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inside of A(θ). In usual manner we get a domain D(<^\ξ\<^\.), which
contains an end part of every A(Θ) for eίθ e E'y and is bounded by a
rectifiable curve C consisting of E' and segments lying on the boundary
of A(θ) (eiθ G E') and further an analytic curve. Denote by ξ{ points in

dzwhere -.-=100. We can suppose dz ^> 1 (ξ G D), therefore the
dξ

characteristic function T( ~) of -τ| is bounded, which implies that

}, where G(f, ξ{) is the Green's function of D with its pole

at f f . We map conformally D onto \ξ\<^ί by ξ = ξ(ξ). Then £' is
transformed onto a set £"/ of positive linear measure on \ζ\ = l. Since
D has a rectifiable boundary, we can construct a domain Όf containing

an end part |arg(l — e~ίθζ)\<^-7*r for eiθ^Eζ, where Eς is a set of posi-

tive linear measure on which log -^ —ΣG(f, ζi)=Uϊζ) tends uniformly
aξ i

to oo, when ζ tends to Ef inside Df. It follows that U(ζ)==oo. Hence
E is a set of linear measure zero.

If βf\(F* — F) is mapped onto a set Eί of a positive measure on
|f | = 1, we can find a set E/^EJ of positive measure and we con-
struct an angular domain Dλ containg the end part A(θ) for eiθ G £/ and

having a rectifiable boundary C such that dz on the boundary
dξ

of A We see at once φ~l(C-\-M^) is rectifiable. On account of Ries-
z's theorem £/ corresponds to a set of linear measure positive of β.
This contradicts our assumption. Since b{ is covered by a finite number
of subarcs, we observe that Σ^ Γ\(F*~F} is a set of harmonic measure
zero with respect to V.

If Vp(tu0) the connected piece, on \w—w0\<^p, does not covers a
set larger than EAB9 there would exist a non constant bounded analytic
function A(w)=U(w) + iV(w) such that U(w) = 0 on |w;—M; O |=/O. If

) = A(f~1(p)) regular throught V, A(p) must be a constant, because
) = Q, whence there exists a closed set E* where A(p) is not regular.

Since E*((^(F* — F)) is totally disconnected, we can find a domain
G(C V) containing E**((^E*} such that 3G has a positive distance from
2^.-4-£**- We can find a non constant harmonic function U(p) by
Neumann's method such that U(p) is bounded in F* —G, U(p)—U(p)
is bounded and the conjugate function of [/(/>) is one valued and bounded
in G—£**. Since the genus of F* is finite, we can construct a non
constant bounded analytic function on F from U(p) with a linear form
of Abel's first kind integrals. This contradicts the fact Fe 0AB. Hence
Vp(w0) covers w—w0\<^p except possibly EΆB
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Remark. We constructed a covering surface jF12) over the 2-plane
such that F satisfies the conditions of theorem 3, i. e., 1°) harmonic
measure of (F* — F) is zero with respect to V (above defined) of every
connected piece. 2°) F is mapped conformally onto a domain on the
w -plane, whose boundary is a set of linear measure zero on the real
axis, and we proved that F has not Gross's property. Hence the con-
ditions of the theorem are sufficient to have Iversen's property but not
Gross's property for F.

GROSS'S PROPERTY. It is well known

Theorem 4.13) Let z = z(p) be a meromorphic function on an abstract
Riemann surface GθG. If we denote by p=p(z) its inverse function and
if p(z) is regular at z09 we can continue z(p) analytically on half lines:
z = z0 + reiθ(Q<:r<^oo) except for θ of angular measure zero.

We have, however,

Theorem 5. A Riemann surface of OHP has not necessarily Gross's
property.

In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to construct a Riemann
surface which has not Gross's property but on which no non-constant
single-valued positive harmonic function exists. As preparations, we
shall prove some lemmas and define notations as follows.

Lemma 1. Let G be a curvilinear rectangle on the z— (=χ + iy) plane
whose sides are Q : — a<Lx<,a, ,y = 0, C2 : χ—a = φ(y), (0<y<b), y=y,
C3: φ(b) + a^>x^φ(b)-a,y = b and C4 : x + a = φ(y), y=y(b^y^Q)y

where φ(y) is a continuous function such that φ(0) = 0. Suppose a positive
harmonic function U(z) on G such that U(z) :> M on C2 -f- C4 and U(z) :> 0
on Ci + C;,, then there exists a curve connecting C2 with C4 on which U(z)

is larger than Mω(a, b), where ω(a, b) is the value at w = ~ of the har-

monic measure of sides (pλ P4) + (P3 P2) with respect to the rectangle,
on the w-plane with vertices such that p1: w = — a, p2: w = a, p3: w =
a + ib and p4: w =—a + ib.

Proof. We map G conformally by the function z=f(w) onto a
rectangle with vertices qλ : w = — a, q2: w=a, q3 : w = a + ib' and #4 : w =

we have

a+φ

— u + iv), and by Schwarz's inequality

12) See 10).
13) R. Nevanlinna : Eindeutige Analytische Funktionen, 1936.

Z. Yujobo : On the Riemann surfaces, no Green's functions of which exists, Mathe-
matica Japonica, No. 2 (1951), 61-68,
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4a2b < 2a dudv = 4a2b'.
/-a+Ψ C

It follows b<Lb'. Consider U(z) in the w-plane, then we see that

U(f(w))^>Mω(a, b')^Mω(a, b) on the segment w = u+1-^ (—a<,u<La).

If we denote by / in the z-plane the image of the segment, / is the
required curve.

NOTATION 1. The number Pn_1(n = 2, 3, ••• lim PM_1=oo).

1+ι+..._ι. i

Put rn = —— , sn —
 r"+l~Yn and let Rn be a ring such that

4 b
rn-ι + -E~sn-i ^1*1^ rn— ^-$n and Mn be the module of Rn: Mn = logo ID

ll__g.22^\
j—\. The transformations: Rn->ihe rectangle with vertices

( — 7τ, 0), (TT, 0), (TT, iMj, (-τryίMn) in the f-plane -> the upper ^-half

plane LA = -- * β = -l, D=l, ^=i) -̂  the unit circle of f-plane

are carried by ^ = log £,

£ _ ι

respectively. We have ω(π, Mn) = e ^Mn)/32 by some calculations. Put

p i
n~1~ω(π, Mn) '

NOTATION 2. μήd^n is an integer) (« = 1, 2, ••• lim μn' = oo).
n

Let {/nv} (w = l, 2,— ^ = 1, 2, 3, •-2tΛ) be slits such that rw-sM^

|-ε| <Lrn + sny arg z = -££ and denote by I?/ the ring such that rn_^

— :TJ~ £„_!<! -ε|^^+γ^5w and t/(2) be a harmonic function in Rn' such
2M-W 2μw-l

that 0^ί/(2r)^P;ίϊ(δ>0) and Z7(^) = 0 on Σ 7wV+ Σ ^-i Then there
v=ι v=ι

exist {μn

f} such that maximum of U(z) in i?w is smaller than — for

NOTATIONS. XLi and μn (μj' and μn are integers) (» = 2, 3, •••;
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lim //4'_ι = oo).
n 1 I*

Let U(z) be a harmonic function as above. Then U(z) = ^-\ U(ζ)

§V^\ ds(ζ)y where g(z, ξ) is the Green's function of Rn with pole at

z. Since —5—-̂ -- is continuous function of z for fixed ξ", there exist
dn(ζ)

{μn"ι} such that | U(z^)—U(z2)\<^ — for every pair ^ and z2 lying on the

circle \z\ = **~*^ such that arg ^-arg *2|<J|ϊ_ for /v-ιS>ACι Put

/

on

NOTATION 4. The number Nn (Wn is an integer) (w = l, 2, 3, •••)•
Let Z7(£) be a harmonic function on I?/ such that 0<I U(z)^P^

7nV except possiblyA o n
n

and U(z) on

a set of measure smaller
than length of In_^/N',
length of In^/N/f respec-
tively. Since, if N' and
N" = °o, we have U(z)<*

— on Rn by Notation 1,

there exist {Nn} such that

— on Rn for N'

and
(Fig. 1).

Lemma 2. Let G be
a domain in the z-plane
with boundaries consisting Fig. 1

of analytic curves 7l, γ2, ••• , jH_19 jn. Map G conformally onto a ring Rζ

in the ζ-plane such that l^\ζ\^e^ so that 7l, γw, 72, ••• , yn_, may corre-

spond to |f | = 1, \ζ\=e^ and radial slits respectively in this ring. Let
U(z) be harmonic in G with boundary value φ^z) on ^ and φ2(z) on ̂ n

respectively, where φ{(z) (i = 1, 2) is a continuous function of z. Then

where U(ζ) and φ^θ) (i = l , 2 ) are transformed functions from U(z) and

Ψi(Z\

Proof. Let r(ξ) be a harmonic function on R^ such that r(ξ) = φl(θ)
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on I? 1 = 1, τ(ζ) = φ2(θ) on \ζ\ = em and |̂  = 0 on radial slits. We can

prove easily D(U(ξ))^D(r(ξ)).
Now we divide the ring into sufficiently narrow circular regtangles

Aj . l^\ζ\<eW, 0y^argf<0y + 1 (j = l, 2, - , »ι) such that Max φ((θ)-

Min φ{(θ) <^~ and Max φi(θ) — Min φi(θ) ̂  — , where Max φj

t(θ), Min φ{(θ)

is the maximunm and minimum of φi(θ) (i = 1, 2, θj
respectively.

Let {.A/} and {A/7} be Ay such that Max <p{(θ) <,Mm φi(θ) and
Minx φ

j(θ) ;> Max φ{(θ) respectively and {A/"} be rectangles contained
neither in {A/} nor in {A/'}. If A y e {A/}, let C7y(f) be a harmonic
function in Aj such that Uj(ζ) = φ1(θ) on γ19 Uj(ζ) = φ2(θ) on 7w and

= o on two segments: l<\ξ\^e, arg f = 0y, l^\ζ\^e, arg
il

ζ = θj+1 and on radial slits in A,-. Let C/y*(f) be a harmonic function
in Aj such that t//(f) = Max<pi(0) on 7l, C//(f) = Min^(0) on 7w and
^Λ T T jU / o.\

— j ^' = Q on boundary segments and radial slits. Since Uj(ζ)— f/,*(f)<0

and ^0 on 7l and U^)-U^)^0 and ^0 on 7/I, we

have DdJfg), #,(r>- £//*(?)) ̂ O Clearly ^y(t//(JΓ)) = ( < ? y ) 1 Max

2J(^) - Min ^{(β) 1 2 and Z

. If Λ e W), we can prove similarly the above

inequality. If A, ̂  {A/"} , let U*(ζ) = 0. Then

D^UM) * 0 >_

Hence

Let n-^oo. We have the lemma.

--

Lemma 3. Let J?! <2wd ί?2 ft^ nw^ l^|f |^6β ^ίYA the same slits

} (ί = l, 2,) swc/z ίAαί

3 2β 9bπ-
'S*: e^^|?|^es arg r = ̂  (* = 1, 2, - , /)

5β 5/3 0£

^^lΠ^es arg r - ̂  ( „ ).
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Connect R1 with R2 on {{Sk}y (ί = 1, 2; &—1, 2, ••-,/) crosswise. Then we

have two-sheeted Riemann surface R. Denote by ζ a point such that ξ
has the same projection as ζ and let U(ξ) be a single-valued positive
harmonic function an R such that U(ζ)<P on R. Then

_
at every point whose projection lies on \ζ\= e2 , where λ «1) depends

/-?
continuously on the ratio ~- only.

i
Proof. Map R conf ormally onto a strip Rη by <η = log ξ and consider

V(ζ) = F(log η) on this strip. Then V(rj) is harmonic and vanishes at
every end points of the image {ί,Sk} of {''S*} , and has the same absolute
value with opposite sign on two sides of every {ί,Sk}. Now we fix η.

A

Let q, q be two points facing each other on two sides of {},Sk} and let

US*} be a set of point q on {*S*} (one of q and q) such that
otι(q)

Let V*(η) be a harmonic function on /?„ such that V*(η) = P on

Re 17 = 1, Re η = β and {$&} and that V*(ζ) = 0 on the remaining

boundary of Jζ,. Since \^-^ds(q)=2π, we have

, (λ(9)<l). On the other hand,

and \(η) is continuous with respect to η. Then we have

P(λ) on Re η = ̂ — . By maximum and minimum principle, we have
Δι

\V(η)\<^\V*(η)\<^\P, where λ depends continuously on the ratio ~.

In the following we fix two bounds M1 and M2 (M^ y<^M2) so that
i

λ may be always smaller than λ0 (λ0<^l).
A) In the 2-plane denote by /nv (n is fixed v = l, 2, ••• , 2μn) a circular
rectangle, containing 7wV, with sides 3/MV as follows:

_,~ r 7ΐ

-—^ **••• o ~ —== Ou w O2 θi

W , arg ^ = -

-oT -̂ 02~0^ =^ "X & Λ =^ 9μ« ' 02 Oμw >
^ ^ ^ ^ LJ * £t

sn, arg ̂  =
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Let LM V, L£v be half straight lines such that

119

(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

/

f v ' —

We denote by GwV the domain with boundaries Lw V, L£v, Σ djni

and 7wV, and map it conformally by w = φ(z) onto the ring

\w\ =

\w\<LeJn so that L n V-fLή v, 7wV 2 3/m. may be transformed onto

= e n , | f 0 | = l and radial slits Σ 3/m Cfl0 respectively. In this
ίφV/ ^

mapping any measurable set of positive angular measure <1 -g- on

I M; I = 1 mapped onto a measurable set of positive linear measure <1
length of 7wV/Ww on 7MV, where /CM depends only on the mapping function
w = φ(z) and does not depend on the situation of the set on |w;| = l.
And the doubly connected domain bounded by 3/MV and 7wV of module

is mapped onto a domain bounded by | w \ = 1 and the image

Let epn be the distance between 3/wV(Mθ and the point tc = 0.
Put

pn ( 1 )

We choose αn so that e*n<ep« and p« (Fig. 3).
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Let sn and qn (« = 1, 2, •••) integers such that

( 2 )

( 3 )l + δ \<in-sn -i

In the ring: l<l|H^£2 Λ w, we define, two systems of rings {*€}>*},
(α = l, 2 ,̂ v are fixed *;>./, /, y, = l, 2, ••• , qn) and a circle /fMV as
follows :

where 7 = τ-^ - - — ̂ τ and Aζ^-^-^Λζ (see lemma 3).

Let rsr.j, {S?y, fe}, ΓSr^J (», ^ are fixed, /^ , ι,y = l, 2, ... ,

^w; * = l,2,-,/ l l ) be slits such that {'S^J, {Sj](fc}, {S??fc}, {7S-fc} are

contained in {C^} and {C^} respectively, (Fig. 4).

+2j-l +

arg w =

arg M; =

B) Let Fβ(l), FJ2), ... , JFre(2ί»-1), FB(1), Fn(2), ... , F^"-1) be 2?» leaves

of rings with slits {{'%}. {S?3*}, {§?;*}, {'S? }̂ (», v are fixed; »^y,ί,

y, 1, 2, - , ?„ *==!, 2, -. , /„). Connect FH(l) and Fκ(l) (ί = l, 2, ... , 2'"'1)

crosswise on {'S?U, {SJU. {S?ϊJ, {'5?ϊ*} (w, v are fixed ι = 1, 2, ... , <?„
k=ί, ,ln) and call this connection 1-connecting.

2-Connecting is as follows :
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Λ

>„(!) Fn(2) Fn(3) Λ(4)
r̂, f/Cίiv C»ιv Cwv / C w v \

On 1 °«2A?> ° ί 2 A f > ° < J A ? > °UΛJ

In general /0-connecting is (;0 = 1, ••• ,

on {'S?;OA, S7?0*, S?5OΛ, 'S?JOA} (Λ, v are fixed; i=;0,yo+l, - , qn\

where <z = 0, 2'° *, 2 2'Ό \ ••• , (2*w *•

Then we have 2^-sheeted covering surface #MV. Let U(p) be a
positive harmonic function on RnV such that U(p)<^Pl

n%{ and Ty0(P) be

the conformal mapping ^<-»A where p and /> are points such that p

and /> have the same projections and are lying on the leaves respectively
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which are connected by arrows in the above schema. Consider V(p) =

U(p)-U(Tj0(p)) on F(l) + P(j0) of Rn^. Then V(p) is harmonic and

vanishes at endpoints of {7S?ϊoΛ, S?JoA, 5?JOJfc,
 7S?JOΛ} », * fixed; /=Λ,Λ + 1,-,

#w, £=1, 2, •••, /„) and further harmonic on the remaining {7Sj;Λ, SJJA, SjJΛ,
'•Sϊϊfc}. We have by the lemma and maximum principle

I V(p) I ̂  PiίJ λ0 on 2?w λ <: log I w | ̂  2tfM-2<7M 7,

? on (4qn-2)7^log\w\^2an-(4qn-2)y,

Piί ? λg-y°+1 on log I to I = ΛΛ .

If we denote by \Fn(l)-Fn(j)\ the maximum of | U(pJ-U(p2)\,
where p1 and p2 have the same projections and lie on Hnv of F(l) and

F(j) respectively, we have \F(1)-F(2^1)\<^P^ \y~s+ί. Taking account
of the property sn and qn, we see that there exist at least sn leaves

such that jFίD-^ίOK (i = il9 - , //M).

Construction of the Surface.

We mapped GMV by w = φ(z) onto the ring l^\w\<Sί(r^ and

defined slits {'S?^, S f 3 k , SJJΛ, 'S? }̂ and 7fwv. Consider the inverse image
in the 2-plane of them and denote them by the same letters. Then
{7fwV} (n is fixed, y = l, 2, ••• , 2μw) are approximate ellipses enclosing
•ί T \ ίίnH f/QnV CwV ) /V -•-> Λ / Λ 1 O XY . jζ> "1 ... / \ lio 5HTΓVΓΠY-V w v ; > diiu l ^ ί j A j ^ ί j ^ j \l^J>l>J — J > A > ζ fw > ^ — J-j > *»J lιe approx-
imately radially in the approximate ring bounded by 7MV and 7fwV and
{7S"JΛ, S?3Λ} He approximately radially outside of HnV. Denote by

Fm(l) the ^-plane with the slits 7wV and {7S?/fc, SΓjv

fc, S?^, 7SΓΛ> and

by FJ2) ••• Fm(2q*-1), Fm(l), Fm(2) ~Fm(2q™-1) the <r-plane with slits

{'Sf/fc, S?/fc, S?/fc,
 7S?ji.}, where w is fixed υ = l, 2, ••• , 2μm; ί^y, /,; =

1, 2, 3, — , #m; £ = 1, 2, •••,/m. Let F0w be the part of F0 such that
0<1|2| <Lrn+3sn, where F0 is the unit circle with {7wV} (n = l, 2, •••).
Connect FQn with (7^(1)} on {7mv} (v = l, 2, ••• , 2μ^) crosswise and connect

every Fm(l) with Fm(l) and ^m(/7j (/=-2, 3,-, V*~\ /7 = 1, 2,-, 2^-^) on

{7S?/fc, Sjjt, S?^, 7S"/fc} in the manner mentioned in (B) (m = l, 2, ••• , n).
Then we have a Riemann surface denoted by f$M. §M covers the part
|z|^rw+3sw l + 2*ι; ••• +2*» times and covers the part \z\^rn+3sn

2qι H μ2βn times. Put \J%n = F. Then F is the required Riemann
72

surface, (Fig. 5).
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Fn(3) = =

Fn(2) = =

Fig. 5

Proof of the theorem.
6Let \z\ = rn+l — -=-sn+l be a circle on F0, which is a dividing cut of
b

JP. If we denote by gn

7 the compact surface which is one of the two
divided by the above cut, then F=\J$n'. Denote by Ln the maximum

β w />
of f/(/>) on \z\ = rn+ ~sn on F0. Let U(p)=Ln on A on |z| = rn+~sn

of F0, we see, by maximum principle, that there exists a Jordan curve
/?

C joining two boundary components of the ring rn-t--^-sn<L\z\ <^rn+1o/?
— -r-sn+l such that U(p):>Ln on C. Then by notation 1, there exists

o

a divinding cut / in the ring such that >^on/. If
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U(p) must be constant infinity by minimum principle. Hence, without
loss of generality, we can suppose

(S«—Sn-i) is the Riemann surface which consists of the ring, of F0

such that rn_ι -f 3sn_λ <: | z \ <: rn + 3sn and leaves Σ ((Fn(m) + Fn(m)).
w=ι

(§n—S«-ι) has two circles \z\ = rn+3sn and \z\ = rn_λ + 3sn_l as its
boundary components jn and 7^ respectively.

Let Tλ(^) be a conformal mapping in ($w—^n^) P<-^>P, where p is
5k >k

the symmetric point of p with respect to the straight line

such that LM λ: 0^|*|<oo, argz = ?̂  + -^. 0^|^|<oo, L'nX\£i~n £

2^_|.(λs=l, 2,... ,|") . Put UK(P)=U(P)-U(T,(P)). Then | £7λ(j>)|
^ \ ^ /

is subharmonic on (8M—Sw_i), ^J°iίί on γn+<yή and vanishes at every
* *

point whose projection is on LMλ + L^λ. Let (%n—Sw_ι)* be the surface

consisting of Σ /MV of F0 and 2 (Fn(m) + Fn(m)), and let (S«—S«_i)j/ be
v=l m=ι

the part of (SM—Sw-J7 which is over the part of the 2-plane such that

Fig. 6

(containing^), if
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containing , if ~<k^2»». (Fig. 6).

On the other hand let Vk(p) be a harmonic function on (SM— S«-ι)/
such that VΛ(ί) = -Piίί on the boundary of 2 9Λv and vanishes at

every point whose projection lies on the straight lines Lnk and L'nk9

where Lnk: 0^|^|<oo, arg z = -r^ + π + ̂ ^ > L/^: 0^|*|<oo,

~ro. ~ _ 2&7Γ 7t
arg z — -yy^ + π — £ θf*«

Since |t/ λ (/>)l is subharmonic and the angular domain bounded by

Lnkλ-L'nk contains the half plane bounded by Lwλ and L^λ, we have

W)^ltfλ(ί)l, where

& φ λ + 1-2^, Φ λ - ^-2μ- if !-2^^λ>^2^,
4 4 4 — 4

fe φ λ + -j- 2μ«, Φ λ + -j- 2^ if -̂  2**" ̂  λ ̂  0 ,

3 o 1 . 3
TV •-[ A< ~~~" —^— ί^ % ""I'" A> ~~i— ^ II ^ ^̂  AJ .-̂  ~~i— ^

4 4 4

In order to estimate the value of t/λ(/>) on 7WS (5 = λ, λ + 1, ••• ,

^2^-1, λ =^-2^ + 1, ... , 2 ,̂ 1, 2, ... , λ-1). We consider Vk(.p) on

(Fig. 6).

Let V(p) be a harmonic function on ]Γ] (/nv — 7nv) such that l/(^)r=:0 on
2μw V=l

wv and V(^)rrrP^f on 2 3/nV. Then we have by Dirichlet principle
v=ι

( 4 )

Map conformally the domain of Fn(l) with boundary Lnk+L'nk +

2 3/κί (V= £+?**) + 7^ by ιo = φ(«) onto the ring 1 < |M;| ̂ ./^ as
£jtfc,fc/ \ Z /

defined in (A) and consider the composed function Vk(p) = Vk(φ(z)). Then

Vk(p) = Q on \w\=e n . If Vk(p)^ - ̂  on a set of angular measure
n-\ \

1 A

larger than — on Hnk, there exists at least sn leaves of {Fn(i)9 Fn(j)}
fCn

by (B), whose Hnk have the property such that Vk(p):> — on the set
Ϋl ~τr JL

of angular measure larger than — on Hnk. Let D(Vk(p)) be the Dirichlet
κn
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integral over eΛn <: | w \ <: e n of these leaves. Then we have by
lemma (3) and (2)

c D2 + 2S <?μ«

D(

o
(5) contradicts (4), whence VΛ(^)^ -- ^ on 7fMA, of FM(ί) except possibly

a set of angular measure smaller than — .

Next consider Vk(p) in \<*\w\<ίe
Λn (of the image of Fn(l)).

Vn(p2)— Vk(pί}\~> - τ on
n~\-ι.

we have by lemma 3 and (1)

If I Vn(p2)— Vk(pί}\~> - τ on a set of angular measure larger than — ,
-

where argA — a r βA>A and A lie on \w\ = l, and |M; =β*n respectively,
and D(Vk(p)) is the Dirichlet integral over 1 <*\w\ <,e«n on Fn(l). But

o
(6) contradicts (4), whence Vk(p)< - τ on \w\ = l except possibly a set

Ύl ~\~ _L
2

of angular measure smaller than — . If we consider the above results
Kn3

in F0, we see that Vk(p)<L - r on Ink except a set of measure smaller

than length of Ink/Nn.

We see at once f/λ(ί) = 0 on /wβ,

On the other hand Vk(p)^\Ux(p)\ on /„* (k^β,βf). Thus
O

on every 7wV (v — 1, 2, ••• , 2μw) except a set of linear measure— — j-

smaller than the length In*/Nn. In the same manner we have in

- on every 7W_1 V except a set of linear

measure smaller than the length of In^^/Nn_λ.

Consider T*(p) in (gM-gM_2) (v = l, 2, ••• , 2μ»-ι). Then we see that
\Uv(p)\<LP*+8

L on the ring Rn', and that i7(/>) is symmetric with respect
r*

to 2μ"-ι directions except at most — on Rny (See Notation 4).
/z

Then by (Notation 3) |f/(A)~^(A) ^— on the circle Cn : \zn\ =

j L J j -ι on F0 such that |arg p1 — arg A I ^o/1^! ' ^ we ^enote

Max U(p), Min ί7(^) the maximum and minimum of U(p) on Cn) we have
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I Max £/(/>)-Min U(p)\<>— .

Denote by %„" the surface such that %„" consists of the part of F0

on [z^^^f— and Σ Σ (Fί(m) + Fί(m)). Then F = \J%H". Since
^ ι=i m=ι n

every $n" has only one boundary component lying on Cn on which the
7

oscilation of U(p) is smaller than —. Let n-^co. U(p) must reduce
n

to a constant on' account of maximum and minium principle. Hence
FtOHP.

Since F0 is the unit circle, it is clear that .F has not Gross's property
and by theorem of Gross we see F£OG.

From this example we see that the validity of Gross's property of
Riemann surface does not depend upon the complexity of the boundary.
It depends rather upon the " force" of the boundary, i. e., roughly
speaking upon the size of the boundary.

(Receved April 1, 1955)






